Collins Street & Lynch Lamp

This classic range of lights is inspired by the iconic Collins Street light used extensively throughout the Melbourne CBD and surrounding suburbs. Smaller scaled down versions are now offered to replicate this traditional Victorian look in authentic detail.

Available in a vast choice of traditional and contemporary colours these beautiful lights will complement both residential and commercial architecture.

PROUDLY AUSTRALIAN MADE
WALL LIGHTS

MINI LYNCH LAMP (430mm) ON WALL BRACKET (FACING UP)
  HEIGHT 715mm
  PROJECTION 345mm

MINI LYNCH LAMP (430mm) ON WALL BRACKET (FACING DOWN)
  HEIGHT 530mm
  PROJECTION 345mm

MINI LYNCH LAMP HALF WALL SCONCE HEIGHT 460mm
  WIDTH 230mm
  PROJECTION 120mm

LYNCH LAMP (630mm) ON WALL BRACKET (FACING UP)
  HEIGHT 1010mm
  PROJECTION 500mm
A. MINI LYNCH LAMP (430mm) ON BOON POST
   HEIGHT 2400mm

B. LYNCH LAMP (630mm) ON BOON POST
   HEIGHT 2700mm

C. LYNCH LAMP (630mm) ON BOON POST
   C/W 60cm EXTENSION
   HEIGHT 3230mm
A. LYNCH LAMP (630mm) & 2 MINI LYNCH LAMPS (430mm) ON BOON POST
C/W 60cm EXTENSION
HEIGHT 3260mm, WIDTH 1030mm

B. COLLINS STREET LAMP (860mm) ON BOON POST
C/W 60cm EXTENSION
HEIGHT 3460mm

C. COLLINS STREET LAMP (860mm) ON BOON POST
C/W with 120cm EXTENSION
HEIGHT 3960mm
PILLAR LIGHTS

MINI LYNCH LAMP (430mm)
ON PILLAR BASE
HEIGHT 590mm

LYNCH LAMP (630mm)
ON PILLAR BASE
HEIGHT 750mm

COLLINS STREET LAMP (860mm)
ON PILLAR BASE
HEIGHT 980mm

LIGHT HEADS

MINI LYNCH LAMP
HEIGHT 430mm
WIDTH 230mm

LYNCH LAMP
HEIGHT 630mm
WIDTH 350mm

COLLINS STREET LAMP
HEIGHT 860mm
WIDTH 430mm
CEILING LIGHTS

MINI LYNCH LAMP UNDER EAVE WITH ROD
HEIGHT 410mm + ROD
(ROD MEASUREMENT TO ORDER)
WIDTH 230mm

MINI LYNCH LAMP UNDER EAVE
HEIGHT 410mm
WIDTH 230mm
Please Note: 
Products including measurements are subject to change without notice and can differ from those stated/pictured in this brochure. Items are not to scale.
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